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SIDEBANK EXCAVATOR WITH GRADE AND 
SLOPE CONTROL 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is a division of the applicants‘ co 
pending application entitled “Side Bank Excavator”, 
U.S. Ser. No. 142,725, filed May 12, 1971 now U.S. 
Pat. No. 3,778,912, assigned to the assignee of the 
present invention. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates generally to improvements in 

earth working apparatus and, more particularly, but 
not by way of limitation, to an improved sidebank exca— 
vator having a grade and slope control vertically posi 
tioning the excavator about three predetermined con 
trol positions. 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
In the past, there have been various types of earth 

working apparatus designed and constructed to dig, ex 
cavate, scrape, cut and otherwise engage portions of 
earth to move, remove, and reshape the engaged earth 
for various purposes such as, for example, highway 
construction and land fills. In those instances where the 
earth must be excavatingly removed from a hillside or 
a bank or the like, some apparatus has been con 

structed to excavatingly engage a portion of the bank 
like area generally along a vertical plane, while moving 
the earth working apparatus in a generally forward di 
rection. When earth was excavated in this manner from 
a bank-like area, the earth working apparatus was gen 
erally positioned in a predetermined initial position, 
generally near the bank, subsequent to the earth work 
ing apparatus being moved in a forward direction, prior 
to each excavating pass along the bank. 
The earth working apparatus of the past, constructed 

to excavatingly engage a portion of earth generally 
along a vertical plane, has generally been constructed 
in a relatively small size, thereby reducing the cubic 
yards of earth removed during each pass thereof or has 
been constructed such that the apparatus must be repo 
sitioned at the initial starting position subsequent to 
making each additional pass along the bank-like area, 
thereby expending a considerable amount of machine 
time and man power in maneuvering the earth working 
apparatus to a working position thereof. The problem 
of repositioning the earth working apparatus prior to 
making subsequent excavating passes along the bank 
like area becomes extremely important when utilizing 
such earth working apparatus in those situations 
wherein there is a considerable distance between the 
starting position and terminating position, thereby con 
siderably increasing the machine time and manpower 
lost in the repositioning of the earth working apparatus. 

It should also be noted that the repositioning problem 
becomes even more complex and costly, in those in 
stances where the earth working apparatus must be 
constructed large enough to fulfill a particular capacity 
requirement to economically complete a particular 
earth working project. It will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art that, as the excavating capacity of the 
earth moving apparatus is increased, the physical size 
of the earth working apparatus will also be increased, 
thus adding an additional complex and costly factor to 
be considered when utilizing earth working apparatus 
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2 
which must be repositioned subsequent to each exca 
vating pass along the bank-like area. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

One object of the invention is to provide an excava 
tor to excavatingly engage a portion of earth generally 
along a vertical plane wherein the earth excavating ap 
paratus is positionable to excavatingly engage the earth 
in a forward and a rearward moving direction ofthe ex 
cavator. 7 

Another object of the invention is to provide an exca 
vator to excavatingly remove earth from a bank or the 
like in a more efficient manner and more economical 

manner. 

Another object of the invention is to provide an exca 
vator which is positionable to predetermined grade and 
slope positions, in a more efficient manner. 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide an 

excavator which is positionable to predetermined grade 
and slope positions about three predetermined control 
positions. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a more 

efficient control apparatus for automatically position 
ing an earth working apparatus relative to a horizontal 
plane. 
A still further object ofthe invention is to provide an 

excavator which is economical in construction and op 
eration. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention will be 

evident from the following detailed description when 
read in conjunction with the accompanying drawings 
which illustrate a preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an excavator con 
structed in accordance with the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of the excavator of 
FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a top plan view of the excavator of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view of a bank-like area of 

earth, taken substantially along a vertical plane there~ 
through. 
FIG. 5 is a fragmentary, partially diagrammatic view 

of a portion of the excavator of FIG. 1, showing the 
connection of the positioning apparatus to the vertical 
earth removal assembly. 
FIG. 6 is a partial diagrammatic, partial schematic 

view showing the connection of the grade and slope 
control apparatus of the excavator of FIG. 1, utilized to 
automatically position the excavator in predetermined 
grade and slope positions. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring to the drawings in general, and to FIGS. 1, 
2 and 3 in particular, shown therein and designated by 
the general reference numeral 10 is an excavator which 
includes a support frame 12, having a cutting side 14, 
an earth removal side 16, a forward end 18, and a rear 
ward end 20. It should be initially noted that the terms 
“forward" and “rearward”, as used above to designate 
the opposite ends of the excavator l0, and as will be 
used below to designate various assemblies and compo 
nents of the excavator 10 and directions of movement 
of the excavator 10, are utilized herein for the purpose 
of clarity of description, and such terms are relative in 
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that either end of the excavator 10 could be, for exam 
ple, designated as the forward end or the rearward end 
thereof, as will be made more apparent below. 
The excavator l0 and, more particularly, the support 

frame 12 thereof is drivingly supported by a track as 
sembly 22 which includes a plurality of endless track 
members 23, some of the endless track members 23 
being drivingly connected to a forward power drive 24, 
which is supported on the support frame 12, generally 
near the forward end 18 thereof, and some of the end 
less track members 23 being drivingly connected to a 
rearward power drive 26, which is supported on the 
support frame 12, generally near the rearward end 20 
thereof. More particularly, the track assembly 22 in 
cludes a first forward track assembly 28, a second for~ 
ward track assembly 30, a first rearward track assembly 
32 and a second rearward track assembly 34. Each 
track assembly 28, 30, 32 and 34 includes a predeter‘ 
mined number of endless track members 23, each end 
less track member 23 being pivotally connected to the 
support frame 12 via a track support member 38, fo.r 
reasons which will be made more apparent below. 
The first forward track assembly 28 includes three 

endless track members 36, and is connected to a por 
tion of the support frame 12 generally near the forward 
end 18 and near the cutting side 14 thereof. The second 
forward track assembly 30, more particularly, includes 
a single endless track member 36, and is connected to 
a portion of the support frame 12 generally near the 
forward end 18 and near the earth removal side 16 
thereof. The first rearward track assembly 32 includes 
three endless track members, and is connected to a 
portion of the support frame 12 generally near the rear 
ward end 20 and near the cutting side 14 thereof. The 
second rearward track assembly 34, more particularly, 
includes a single endless track member 23, and is con 
nected to a portion of the support frame 12 generally 
near the rearward end 20 and near the earth removal 

side 16 thereof. 
Each endless track member 23 of the first forward 

track assembly 28 and second forward track assembly 
30 is, more particularly, drivingly connected to the for 
ward power drive 24, such that the forward power drive 
24 drives each endless track member 23 connected 
thereto, to move the excavator 10 in a generally for 
ward direction 40 and in a generally rearward direction 
42. Each endless track member 23 of the first rearward 
track assembly 32 and the second rearward track as 
sembly 34 is drivingly connected to the rearward power 
drive 26, such that the rearward power drive 26 drives 
the endless track members 23 connected thereto, to 
move the excavator 10 in a generally forward direction 
40 and in a generally rearward direction 42. 
The forward power drive 24 and the rearward power 

drive 26 thus provide the driving impetus to move the 
excavator.10 in a forward direction 40 and in a rear 
ward direction 42 during the operation of the excavator 
10, as will be described in greater detail below. The for 
ward power drive 24 and the rearward power drive 26 
may be of a conventional design such as, for example, 
a diesel powered engine, and the construction and op 
eration of such a power unit, and the various intercon 
necting components and operation thereof to drivingly 
connect the power unit to the endless track members 
are well known in the art, and a detailed description 
thereof is not required herein. 
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4 
The excavator 10 includes a grade and slope control 

apparatus to automatically position the support frame 
12 in predetermined grade and slope positions. The 
grade and slope control apparatus of the excavator 10, 
which will be described in greater detail below, in 
cludes a plurality of double-acting hydraulic cylinders, 
each hydraulic cylinder having a portion thereof con 
nected to a portion of one of the endless track members 
23 and another portion thereof connected to the sup 
port frame 12. More particularly, the grade and slope 
control apparatus includes three first forward hydraulic 
cylinders 44, 46 and 48, a second forward hydraulic 
cylinder 50, three first rearward hydraulic cylinders 52, 
54 and 56, and a second rearward hydraulic cylinder 
58, as shown more clearly in FIG. 3. Each hydraulic 
cylinder 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56 and 58, includes a 
reciprocating piston (not shown) mounted in a cylinder 
(not shown), and has an actuated raising position 
wherein the support frame 12 is raised relative to the 
track assemblies 28, 30, 32 and 34, and an actuated 
lowering positions wherein the support frame 12 is low 
ered relative to the track assemblies 28, 30, 32 and 34, 
in a manner to be described in greater detail below. 
The excavator 10, as shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, in 

cludes a horizontal earth removal assembly 60, which 
is generally connected to a central portion of the cut 
ting side 14 of the support frame 12. The horizontal 
earth removal assembly 60 includes a forward portion 
62 which is constructed and disposed to excavatingly 
engage a portion of earth generally along a horizontal 
plane, in a forward moving direction of the support 
frame 12, and a rearward portion 64 which is con 
structed and disposed to excavatingly engage a portion 
of earth generally along a horizontal plane, in a rear 
ward moving direction 42 of the support frame 12. 
The excavator 10 also includes a vertical earth re 

moval assembly 66 which is generally connected to a 
central portion of the cutting side 14 of the support 
frame 12. The vertical earth removal assembly 66 in 
cludes a forward portion 68 which is constructed and 
disposed to excavatingly engage a portion of earth gen~ 
erally along a vertical plane, in a forward moving direc 
tion 40 of the support frame 12, and a rearward portion 
70 which is constructed and disposed to excavatingly 
engage a portion of earth along a generally vertical 
plane, in a rearward moving direction 42 of the support 
frame 12. The forward portion 68 and the rearward 
portion 70 of the vertical earth removal assembly 66 
are each movably connected to the support frame 12 
such that the forward portion 68 and the rearward por 
tion 70 can each be positioned to an earth engaging po 
sition, as shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 with respect to the 
forward portion 68, and to a storage position, shown in 
FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 with respect to the rearward portion 
70, for reasons and in a manner to be described in 
greater detail below. 
The vertical earth removal assembly 66, as described 

generally above, also includes a forward positioning as 
sembly 72, which has a portion thereof connected to 
the forward portion 68 and another portion thereof 
connected to the support frame 12. The forward posi 
tioning assembly 72 is constructed and connected to 
the forward portion 68 of the vertical earth removal as 
sembly 66 to move the forward portion 68 to an earth 
engaging position, as shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, 
wherein the forward portion 68 excavatingly engages a 
predetermined portion of earth, and to move the for 
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ward portion 68 to a storage position. similar to that 
shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 with respect to the rearward 
portion 70. 
The vertical earth removal assembly 66 also includes 

a rearward positioning assembly 74, having a portion 
thereof connected to the rearward portion 70 and an 
other portion thereof connected to the support frame 
12, to position the rearward portion 70 in an earth en 
gaging position, similar to that shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 
3 with respect to the forward portion 68, wherein the 
rearward portion 70 excavatingly engages a predeter 
mined portion of earth, and to move the rearward por 
tion 70 to a storage position as shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 
3. 
As shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, the excavator 10 in 

cludes a conveyor assembly 76 having a belt-like con 
veyor 78 supported via a conveyor support frame 80, 
which extends angularly generally over the support 
frame 12, generally between the cutting side 14 and the 
earth removal side 16 thereof. The conveyor 78 has a 
receiving end 82 and a disposing end 84, and is dis— 
posed and constructed to move the excavated earth de 

posited thereon generally toward the disposing end 
portion 84 thereof, and to deposit the excavated earth 
so moved by the conveyor 78 in a predetermined area, 
that is an area generally determined by the disposition 
of the disposing end 84 of the conveyor 78. 
The receiving end portion 82 of the conveyor 78 is 

disposed generally between the forward portion 62 and 
the rearward portion 64 of the horizontal earth removal 
assembly 60, and generally between the forward por~ 
tion 68 and the rearward portion 70 of the vertical 
earth removal assembly 66. The receiving end portion 
82 of the conveyor 78 is thus disposed to receive the 
earth excavated by the horizontal earth removal assem 
bly 60 and the vertical earth removal assembly 66, in 
a forward moving direction 40 and a rearward moving 
direction 42 of the support frame 12, during the opera 
tion of the excavator 10, in a manner to be described 
in greater detail below. 
The conveyor assembly 76 includes a conveyor drive 

86 which is drivingly connected to the conveyor 78, 
generally near the disposing end 84 thereof, to drive 
the conveyor 78 in a direction generally from the re 
ceiving end 82 toward the disposing end 84 thereof, in 
an actuated position of the conveyor drive 86. 

It should be particularly noted that the belt-like con 
veyor 78 is, more particularly, of the endless belt type 
and the conveyor drive 86 is thus drivingly connected 
to the conveyor 78 via a conveyor drive shaft 88, as 
shown more clearly in FIG. 3. The conveyor drive shaft 
88 drivingly engages a portion of the conveyor 78, gen 
erally near the disposing end 84 thereof, and the con 
veyor drive 86 is. more particularly, drivingly con 
nected to the conveyor drive shaft 88. it will be appar 
ent from the foregoing that the above designations re 
ferring to the “receiving end” 82 and the “disposing 
end” 84 of the conveyor 78, refer more particularly to 
relative positions, rather than specific portions of the 
conveyor 78, the designations being used merely for 
identification and for the purpose of clarity of descrip 
tion. 
The conveyor assembly 76 also includes a conveyor 

control apparatus 90 having a portion thereof con 
nected to the conveyor 78 to automatically adjust the 
tension of the conveyor 78 to predetermined tension 
positions, and another portion thereof to sensingly en 
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6 
gage a portion of the conveyor 78, and to automatically 
align the conveyor 78 to a predetermined alignment 
position, in response to a sensed position of the con 
veyor 78. 

In a preferred form, the excavator 10 includes a pair 
of hydraulic cylinders 91 (shown in dashed-lines in 
FIG. 3), each hydraulic cylinder 91 being secured to a 
portion of the support frame 12 and having a portion 
pivotally secured to a portion of the conveyor support 
frame 80. The hydraulic cylinders 91 are thus con 
nected to actuatingly lower the conveyor assembly 76 
a predetermined distance, in one actuated position 
thereof, and to actuatingly raise the conveyor assembly 
76 a predetermined distance, in one other actuated po 
sition thereof. In this manner the angular orientation or 
elevation of the conveyor assembly 76 can be posi 
tioned at an optimum lowermost position, in some in 
stances, to reduce the power consumed by the con 
veyor drive 86, during the operation of the excavator 
10. 
As shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, supported on the cut 

ting side 14 of the support frame 12, generally near the 
forward end 18 thereof, is a forward control console 
92, and supported on the cutting side 14 of the support 
frame 12, generally near the rearward end 20 thereof, 
is a rearward control console 94. The forward control 
console 92 and the rearward control console 94 are 
each, more particularly, supported on a platform struc 
ture 96. In a preferred form, the forward control con 
sole 92 and the ‘rearward control console 94 each con 
tain substantially all of the manually-operated, control 
actuating elements to control various aspects of the ex 
cavator l0, and each is constructed and adapted such 
that an operator can easily control the excavator 10 
from either the forward control console 92 or the rear 
ward control console 94. 

In a preferred form, when the excavator 10 is moving 
in the forward direction 40 and the forward portion 68 
of the vertical earth removal assembly 66 has been po 
sitioned in the earth engaging position thereof, as 
shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, the operator will control the 
excavator 10 utilizing the forward control console 92. 
Utilizing the forward control console 92 to control the 
excavator 10, the operator is in an optimum position to 
visually observe obstacles which might lie in the path 
of the excavator 10, the portion of earth being excavat 
ingly engaged by the forward portion 68 of the vertical 
earth removal assembly 66 and the forward portion 62 
of the horizontal earth removal assembly 60, the exca 
vated earth being moved generally onto the receiving 
end portion 82 of the conveyor 78, and the excavated 
earth moved along the conveyor 78 generally toward 
the disposing end 84 thereof to be deposited thereover. 
When the excavator 10 is moving in the forward direc 
tion 40 the operator utilizing the forward control con 
sole 92 is thus able to visually observe the operation of 
the various assemblies and apparatus aspects of the ex 
cavator 10 from an optimum vantage point. 
Conversely, when the excavator 10 is being moved in 

the rearward direction 42, an operator utilizing the 
rearward control console 94 to control the various ap 
paratus and assemblies of the excavator 10 is also posi 
tioned to observe the portion of earth being excavat 
ingly engaged by the rearward portion 70 of the vertical 
earth removal assembly 66 and the rearward portion 64 
of the horizontal earth removal assembly 60, the exca 
vated earth being removed onto the conveyor 78, the 
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excavated earth being moved generally along the con 
veyor 78 generally toward the disposing end 84 thereof 
and deposited thereover, and obstacles which might lie 
in the path of the excavator 10. It should be particularly 
noted, however, that the excavator 10 can be operated 
from a single control sonsole or by utilizing either the 
forward control console 92 or the rearward control 
console 94 when the excavator 10 is moving in the for 
ward direction 40 and the rearward direction 42. 
As shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, a pair of power ?uid 

reservoirs 98 are supported on a portion of the support 
frame 12, one of the power fluid reservoirs 98 being 
supported generally near the rearward end 20 of the 
support frame 12, and the other power fluid reservoir 
98 being supported generally near the forward end 18 
of the support frame 12. Each power ?uid reservoir 98 
is sized to retain a predetermined amount of power 
?uid which is subsequently utilized to drive or control 
various assemblies, components and apparatus of the 
excavator 10, during the operation of the excavator 10, 
as will be described in greater detail below. 

Operation of the Preferred Embodiment 

The excavator 10 is constructed to excavatingly en 
gage and remove a predetermined portion of earth 
from a hill or bank-like earth structure in a more effi 

cient, and in a more economical manner. Utilizing the 
grade and slope control apparatus, mentioned above, 
the operator will initially position the excavator 10, 
with respect to a horizontal plane, so that the horizon 
tal earth removal assembly 60 and the vertical earth re 
moval assembly 66 will each excavatingly engage and 
remove a portion of earth in a manner conforming to 

the preset, controlled grade and slope. It should be par 
ticularly mentioned, at this point, that the grade and 
slope control apparatus of the excavator 10, in a pre 
ferred form, has a portion which is connected to be ac 
tuated by the operator to control the grade, and an 
other portion which is constructed to be automatically 
actuated, in response to a predetermined slope signal, 
thereby maintaining the excavator 10 in a controlled 
position wherein the horizontal earth removal assembly 
60 and the vertical earth removal assembly 66 will ex 
cavatingly remove a portion of earth in accordance 
with the preset slope control signal, in a manner and for 
reasons which will be made more apparent below. 
For the purpose of describing the operation of the ex 

cavator 10, it will be assumed that the excavator 10 is 
to be initially positioned near a bank-like earth struc 
ture to excavatingly engage a portion thereof while 
moving in a forward direction 40. After the excavator 
10 has been initially positioned generally adjacent to 
the bank-like structure, the operator will actuate the 
forward positioning assembly 72, to position the for 
ward portion 68 of the vertical earth removal assembly 
66 in an earth engaging position, as shown in FIGS. 1 
and 2, and will actuate the rearward actuating assembly 
74 to move the rearward portion 70 of the vertical 
earth removal assembly 66 to the storage position 
thereof. 
The operator will then actuate the conveyor control 

apparatus 90 to automatically adjust the tension of the 
conveyor 78 to a predetermined unloaded tension 
thereof. The conveyor control apparatus 90 is con 
structed to automatically maintain a predetermined 
alignment of the conveyor 78, during the operation of 
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8 
the excavator 10, in a manner which will be described 
in greater detail below. 
Diagrammatically shown in FIG. 4, and designated by 

the general reference numeral 100, is a cross-section of 
a hill or bank-like structure, which will be referred to 

below for the purpose of more clearly describing the 
operation of the excavator 10. Thus, the excavator 10 
will be positioned generally adjacent the bank-like 
earth structure 100 in a position wherein the forward 
portion 62 of the horizontal earth removal assembly 60 
will be positioned to excavatingly engage and remove 
a portion of the bank-like earth structure 100, desig 
nated in FIG. 4 by the general reference numeral 102 
and referred to below as a “horizontal section of earth 

structure”, for the purpose of clarity of description. 
Also, in this position of the excavator 10, the forward 
portion 68 of the vertical earth removal assembly 66 is 
positioned adjacent to the bank-like structure 100 to 
excavatingly engage and remove a portion of earth, 
designated in FIG. 4 by the general reference numeral 
104 and referred to generally below as a “vertical sec 
tion of earth structure", for the purpose of clarity of de 
scription. 
As the excavator 10 is driven in a forward direction 

40 to excavatingly engage and remove the horizontal 
section of earth structure 102 and the vertical section 
of earth structure 104, the excavated earth will be guid 
ingly moved to the receiving end 82 of the conveyor 78. 
In an operating position of the excavator 10, the con 
veyor 78 is being continually driven by the conveyor 
drive 86 and, thus, the excavated earth moved onto the 
receiving end 82 of the conveyor 78 will be continually 
moved generally up the conveyor 78 toward the dispos 
ing end 84 thereof, and dropped or deposited thereover 
in a predetermined position as, for example, in the bed 
of a truck to be subsequently removed to a land fill or 
other such remote location. 
When the excavator 10 has been moved in a forward 

direction 40 a predetermined distance to complete one 
pass along the bank-like earth structure 100, the opera 
tor will stop the excavator l0, and position the excava 
tor 10 to make a subsequent pass along the bank-like 
earth structure 100. The operator will initially move 
the excavator 10 in a forward direction 40, a distance 
generally beyond the bank-like earth structure 100, 
prior to making a subsequent or second pass along the 
bank-like structure 100 in the rearward moving direc 
tion 42 of the excavator 10. 
To position the excavator 10 to excavatingly engage 

the bank-like earth structure 100 in a rearward moving 
direction 42 thereof, the operator will actuate the for 
ward positioning assembly 72, to position the forward 
portion 68 of the vertical earth removal assembly 66 to 
a storage position thereof, and will actuate the rear 
ward positioning assembly 74 to move the rearward 
portion 70 of the vertical earth removal assembly 66 to 
an earth engaging position thereof. The operator will 
then maneuver the excavator 10 in a rearward direc 

tion to a position generally adjacent to the bank-like 
structure 100, wherein the rearward portion 64 of the 
horizontal earth removal assembly 60 is disposed to ex 
cavatingly engage a horizontal section of the earth 
structure, designated in FIG. 4 by the reference nu 
meral 102a, and to a position wherein the rearward 
portion 70 of the vertical earth removal assembly 66 is 
disposed to excavatingly engage a vertical section of 
the structure, designated in FIG. 4 by the reference nu 

. A i 
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mcral 104a. The excavator 10 will then be moved in the 
rearward direction 42 to excavate the horizontal sec 
tion of earth structure 102a and to excavate the vertical 
section of earth structure 104a. 
After the excavator 10 has been moved in the rear 

ward direction 42 a sufficient distance to complete the 
second pass along the bank-like structure 100, the op 
erator will again actuate the forward positioning assem 
bly 72 and the rearward positioning assembly 74, to 
move the forward portion 68 of the vertical earth re 
moval assembly 66 to an earth engaging position, and 
to move the rearward portion 70 of the vertical earth 
removal assembly 66 to a storage position, and will ma 
neuver the excavator 10, in a manner as described be 

fore, to excavatingly engage the bank-like earth struc 
ture 100 in a forward moving direction 40 of the exca 
vator 10. 
The operation, generally described above, is re 

peated a predetermined number of times until the re 
quired portion of earth has been excavatingly removed. 
If, for example, a particular job specification requires 
the bank-like earth structure 100 to be excavated to a 
position generally designated in FIG. 4 by the general 
reference numeral 106, the excavator 10 will be ex 
cavatingly moved in a forward direction 40 and in a 
rearward direction 42 to excavatingly remove the hori 
zontal sections of earth structure 102, 102a, l02b and 
102e, and to excavatingly remove the vertical sections 
of earth structure 104, 104a, l04b and 1040. 
The conveyor assembly 76 is disposed on the excava 

tor 10 to receive the excavated earth moved thereon 
and move the excavated earth generally over the dis 
posing end 84 thereof in a forward moving direction 40 
of the excavator l0 and in a rearward moving direction 
42 of the excavator 10, as mentioned before. Thus, vir 
tually the only control adjustments which must be 
made by the operator, after each excavating pass along 
the bank-like earth structure 100, are to actuate the 
forward positioning assembly 72 and the rearward posi 
tioning assembly 74 to position the vertical earth re 
moval assembly 66 to the proper earth engaging posi 
tion, prior to making a subsequent excavating pass 
along the bank-like earth structure 100 in the forward 
moving direction 40 or the rearward moving direction 
42 of the excavator l0, and, of course, to reverse the 
direction in which each of the endless track members 
23 is driven. 
Thus, the excavator I0 is constructed to be posi 

tioned to make subsequent excavating passes along the 
bank-like earth structure 100, in a faster, more effi 
cient, more economical manner, and in a manner sub 
stantially eliminating the need for maneuvering the 
earth working apparatus to the initial starting position 
(which in many instances would be a considerable dis 
tance from the terminating position) or, in the alterna 
tive, eliminating the need for turning the earth working 
apparatus 180 degrees prior to making subsequent 
passes along the bank-like earth structure 100. The 
conveyor assembly 76 is supported on the excavator 
l0, and is disposed with respect to the horizontal earth 
removal assembly 60 and the vertical earth removal as 
sembly 66 to receive the excavated earth deposited 
thereon and to move same to a predetermined dispos 
ing area, in a forward moving direction 40 and a rear 
ward moving direction 42 of the excavator 10, in such 
a manner that the conveyor assembly 76 remains in a 
predisposed position, thereby eliminating the necessity 
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10 
for reorienting an earth removal apparatus to receive 
and remove excavated earth prior to utilizing the exca 
vator 10 to make subsequent excavating passes. 

it should also be noted that, during the operation of 
the excavator 10, the grade and slope apparatus main 
tains the excavator 10 or, in other words, the support 
frame 12, in a predetermined grade and slope position 
with respect to a horizontal plane by automatically ac 
tuating the first forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 
48, the second forward hydraulic cylinder 50, the first 
rearward hydraulic cylinders 52, 54 and 56, and the 
second rearward hydraulic cylinder-58. 

Horizontal and Vertical Earth Removal Assembly 

The horizontal earth removal assembly 60, more par 
ticularly, includes a forward horizontal digging imple 
ment 110 which is connected to the cutting side 14 of 
the support frame 12 or, more particularly, to a lower 
most portion of the forward portion 62 thereof. The 
forward horizontal digging implement 110 basically in 
cludes a plurality of digging teeth 112, as shown more 
clearly in FIGS. 1 and 3. The digging teeth 112 are hor 
izontally disposed in a spaced relationship along a low 
ermost end portion of a forward earth lifting member 
114. The forward earth lifting member 114 is con 
nected to the cutting side I4 of the support frame 12, 
and is disposed on an inclined plane. oriented such that 
the portion of earth engaged thereby, in a forward mov 
ing direction 40 of the excavator 10, is moved generally 
up the inclined ‘plane and over the upper end thereof. 
during the operation of the excavator 10. 
The rearward portion 64 of the horizontal earth re 

moval assembly 60 includes a rearward horizontal dig 
ging implement 116, which is connected to the cutting 
side 14 of the support frame 12 or, more particularly, 
to a lowermost portion of the rearward portion 64 
thereof. The rearward horizontal digging implement 
116, as shown more clearly in FIGS. 1 and 3, basically 
includes a plurality of digging teeth 118. The digging 
teeth 118 are, more particularly, horizontally disposed 
in a spaced relationship along a lowermost portion of 
the rearward earth lifting member 120. The rearward 
earth lifting member 120 is also connected to the cut 
ting side 14 of the support frame 12 and is disposed on_ 
an inclined plane, oriented such that the portion of 
earth engaged thereby, in a rearward moving direction 
42 of the excavator 10 is moved generally up the in 
clined plane and over the upper end thereof, during the 
operation of the excavator 10. 
The uppermost end of the forward earth lifting mem 

ber 114 and the rearward earth lifting member 120 are 
spaced a distance apart and connected via a horizon 
tally disposed plate 122, as shown more clearly in 
FIGS. 1 and 3. More particularly, the forward earth lift 
ing member 114 and the rearward earth lifting member 
120 are spaced a predetermined distance apart such 
that the receiving end portion 82 of the conveyor as 
sembly 76 can be operatingly disposed therebetween. 
Thus, the receiving end 82 of the conveyor assembly 76 
is disposed between the forward earth lifting member 
114 and the rearward earth lifting member 120, to re 
ceive the excavated earth therefrom in a forward mov 
ing direction 40 and in a rearward moving direction 42 
of the excavator 10. 
The forward earth lifting member 114 and the rear 

ward earth lifting member 120, each extend a predeter 
mined distance from the cutting side 14 of the support 
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frame 12, terminating with an outermost portion 124. 
The outermost portion 124 of the forward earth lifting 
member 114 and the rearward earth lifting member 
120 are each connected via a vertically disposed plate 
126, as shown more clearly in FIGS. 1 and 2. The plate 
126, not only provides additional structural support for 
the horizontal earth removal assembly 60, but also pro 
vides a baf?e which prevents the excavated earth from 
being moved generally under the horizontal earth re 
moval assembly 60, and thus cooperates to guide the 
excavated earth onto the receiving end 82 of the con 
veyor 78. 
More particularly, the forward earth lifting member 

114 and the rearward earth lifting member 120, each 
extend a distance 128 from the support frame 12, 
which defines the width of the horizontal section of 
earth structure excavatingly removed by the forward 
horizontal digging implement 110 and the forward 
earth lifting member 114 associated therewith, in a for 
ward moving direction 40 of the excavator 10, and the 
width of the horizontal section of earth structure ex 
cavatingly removed by the rearward horizontal digging 
implement 116 and the rearward earth lifting member 
120 associated therewith, in a rearward moving direc 
tion' 42 of the excavator 10, as shown more clearly in 
FIG. 3 and as diagrammatically shown in FIG. 4 with 
respect to the horizontal section of earth structure 
102b. , ‘ 

The height or the vertical distance 130 generally be 
tween the upper end and the lower end of the forward 
earth lifting member 114 and the rearward earth lifting 
member 120, as shown more clearly in FIGS. 1 and 2, 
defines the vertical height of the horizontal section of 
earth structure excavatingly removed by the forward 
earth lifting member 114 and the forward horizontal 
digging implement 116 connected thereto, and the 
rearward earth lifting member 120 and the rearward 
horizontal digging implement 116 connected thereto, 
in a forward moving direction 40 and in a rearward 
moving direction 42, respectively, of the excavator 10. 
The vertical height of the horizontal section of earth 
structure removed by the horizontal earth removal as 
sembly 60, as described above, is diagrammatically 
shown in FIG. 4,with respect to the horizontal section 
of earth structure 1021). In a preferred form, the hori 
zontal earth removal assembly 60 is constructed such 
that the vertical height 130 of the horizontal section of 
earth structure excavatingly removed thereby is main 
tained at a minimum predetermined vertical height, the 
minimum predetermined vertical height being that ver 
tical height sufficient for the conveyor assembly 76 to 
be operatingly disposed between the forward earth lift 
ing member 114 and the rearward earth lifting member 
120, as described before. In this manner, less power is 
consumed by the excavator 10 per cubic yard of earth 
excavated, since the maximum amount of earth is exca 
vated by ~ the vertical earth removal assembly 66 
wherein such excavated earth is aided by gravity in fall 
ing onto the conveyor assembly 76. 
As shown more clearly in FIGS. 1 and 2, the excava 

tor 10 also includes a forward baf?e member 132, hav 
ing an upper end 134 and a lower end 136. The forward 
baf?e member 132 is connected to one side of the for 
ward earth lifting member 114, generally opposite the 
outermost portion 124 thereof, and has a portion 
thereof which extends a distance generally from the 
forward earth lifting member 114 toward the forward 
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end 18 of the support frame 12. The lower end 136 of 
the forward baf?e member 132 is disposed in a hori 
zontal plane. generally coplanar with the lower end 
portion of the horizontal earth removal assembly 60, 
and the upper end 134 of the forward baffle member 
132 extends a distance vertically above the forward 
earth lifting member 114. The forward baf?e member 
132 is thus sized and positioned to cooperate with the 
forward earth lifting member 114 to channel a portion 
of the excavated earth generally up the forward earth 
lifting member 114 and onto the receiving end 82 of 
the conveyor 78. 
The excavator 10 also includes a rearward baf?e 

member 138, having an upper end 140 and a lower end 
142, as shown more clearly in FIGS. 1 and 2. The rear 
ward baf?e member 138 is connected to one side of the 
rearward earth lifting member 120, generally opposite 
the outermost portion 124 thereof, and has a portion 
thereof which extends a distance generally from the 
rearward earth lifting member 120 toward the rearward 
end 20 of the support frame 12. The lower end 142 of 
the rearward baf?e member 138 is substantially copla 
nar with the lowermost portion of the horizontal earth 
removal assembly 60, and the upper end 140 of the 
rearward baf?e member 138 extends a distance verti 
cally above the rearward earth lifting member 120. The 
rearward baffle member 138 is thus sized and shaped 
to cooperate with the rearward earth lifting member 
120 to channel a portion of the excavated earth gener 
ally up the rearward earth lifting member 120 and onto 
the receiving end 82 of the conveyor 78. 
The vertical earth removal assembly 66 includes a 

forward vertical digging implement 150 which is con 
nected to the cutting side 14 of the support frame 12. 
The forward vertical digging implement 150 basically 
includes a plurality of spaced digging teeth 152 which 
are constructed and disposed to excavatingly engage a 
portion of earth generally along a predetermined verti 
cal plane, in a forward moving direction 40 of the sup 
port frame 12, as shown more clearly in FIGS. 1 and 2. 
The vertical earth removal assembly 66 also includes 

a rearward digging implement 154 which is connected 
generally to the cutting side 14 of the support frame 12. 
As shown more clearly in FIGS. 1 and 2, the rearward 
digging implement 154 also basically includes a plural 
ity of spaced digging teeth 156 which are constructed 
and disposed to excavatingly engage a portion of earth, 
generally along a predetermined vertical plane, in a 
rearward moving direction 42 of the support frame 12. 
The forward digging implement 150 and the rear 

ward digging implement 154 are, more particularly, 
connected to a forward frame 158 and a rearward 
frame 160, respectively. The forward frame 158 and 
the rearward frame 160 each include an earth engaging 
face 162, an upper end 164, a lower end 166, a cutting 
side .168 and a pivot side 170. The forward vertical dig 
ging implement 150 is, more particularly, connected to 
the cutting side 168 of the forward frame 158, and the 
rearward digging implement 154 is, more particularly, 
connected to the cutting side 168 of the rearward 
frame 160. 
As shown more clearly in FIG. 3, the pivot side 170 

of the forward frame 158 is pivotally secured to the cut 
ting side 14 of the support frame 12 via a pivot member 
172, and the pivot side 170 of the rearward frame 160 
is pivotally secured to the cutting side 14 of the support 
frame 12 via a pivot member 174. The forward frame 
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158 is thus pivotablc in a pivot direction 176 and in a 
pivot direction 178, generally about the pivot member 
172, and the rearward frame 160 is pivotable in a pivot 
direction 180 and in a pivot direction 182, generally 
about the pivot member 174. More particularly, the 
forward frame 158 and the rearward frame 160 are 
each pivotable to an earth engaging position and to a 
storage position, in a manner and for reasons to be de 
scribed in greater detail below. 
As shown more clearly in FIG. 2, the forward frame 

158 is sized and pivotably supported on the support 
frame 12 such that the lower end 166 thereof is dis 
posed in a predetermined horizontal plane, which is 
substantially coplanar with the upper end of the rear 
ward earth lifting member 120, yet allowing a clear— 
ance therebetween so that the forward frame 158 and 
the forward vertical digging implement 150 connected 
thereto can be pivotally moved generally above the 
upper end of the rearward earth lifting member 120 to 
an earth engaging position, as shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 
3, and to a storage position as shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 
3, with respect to the rearward frame 160. The rear 
ward frame 160 is also sized and pivotably supported 
on the support frame 12 such that the lower end 166 
thereof is disposed in a predetermined horizontal 
plane, substantially coplanar with the upper end of the 
forward earth lifting member 114, yet allowing a clear~ 
ance therebetween for the rearward frame 160 and the 
rearward digging implement 154 to be pivoted gener 
ally over the upper end of the forward earth lifting 
member 114, to an earth engaging position, as shown 
in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, with respect to the forward frame 
158, and to a storage position, as shown in FIGS. 1, 2 
and 3. 
The width of the forward frame 158 and the rearward 

frame 160, generally between the pivot side 170 and 
the cutting side 168 of each of the frames 158 and 160, 
is sized to support the forward digging implement 150 
and the rearward digging implement 154, respectively, 
in a predetermined vertical cutting plane, substantially 
coplanar with the outermost portions 124 of the for 
ward earth lifting member 114 and the rearward earth 
lifting member 120. The distance 184 between the for 
ward vertical digging implement 150 and the rearward 
vertical digging implement 154 and the outermost por 
tions 124, described above, is shown more clearly in 
FIG. 3 with respect to the forward frame 158. 
The distance 184, more particularly, defines the 

width of the vertical section of earth structure excavat 
ingly removed by the forward vertical digging imple 
ment 150 and the rearward digging implement 154 
when such vertical digging implement 150 and 154 has 
been pivoted to the earth engaging position, as shown 
in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3, with respect to the forward vertical 
digging implement 150. The width 184 of the portion 
of earth excavatingly engaged by the forward vertical 
digging implement 150 or rearward vertical digging im 
plement 154 is diagrammatically shown in FIG. 4, with 
respect to the vertical section of earth structure 10412. 
The vertical distance, generally between the upper 

end 164 and the lower end 166 of the forward frame 
158 and the forward digging implement 150 connected 
thereto, and the rearward frame 160 and the rearward 
digging implement 154 connected thereto defines sub— 
stantially the height of the vertical section of earth 
structure removed by the vertical earth removal assem 
bly 66, in a forward moving direction 40 and in a rear 
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ward moving direction 42 ofthe excavator 10. In a pre 
ferred form, and, as mentioned before, the vertical 
height of the forward frame 158 and the rearward 
frame 160 is sized such that the vertical earth removal 
assembly 66 excavatingly engages and removes a maxi 
mum portion of the earth excavated during each pass 
of the excavator 10 moving in a forward direction 40 
and in a rearward direction 42, thereby reducing the 
power consumed by the excavator 10 per cubic yard of 
earth excavated. 

It should also be noted that the lower end 166 of the 
forward frame 158 is shaped to be pivotally moved over 
the upper end 140 of the rearward baf?e member 138 
to a storage position wherein the earth engaging face 
162 thereof is substantially coplanar with the rearward 
baf?e member 138, thereby cooperating with the rear 
ward baf?e member 138 to channel a portion of the ex 
cavated earth onto the conveyor 78. The lower end 166 
of the rearward frame 160 is shaped to be pivotally 
moved over the upper end 134 of the forward baffle 
member 132 to a storage position of the rearward 
frame 160 wherein the earth engaging face 162 thereof 
is substantially coplanar with the forward baf?e mem 
ber 132, thereby cooperating with the forward baf?e 
member 132 to channel a portion of the excavated 
earth onto the conveyor 78. 
As mentioned before, the vertical earth removal as 

sembly 66 includes a forward positioning assembly 72 
and a rearward positioning assembly 74, each of which 
are constructed- to position a portion of the vertical 
earth removal assembly 66 in an earth engaging posi 
tion or in a storage position. The forward positioning 
assembly 72 and the rearward positioning assembly 74 
are constructed similar and each includes a hinge mem 
ber pivotally connecting the vertical earth removal as 
sembly 66 to the support frame 12, and a' hydraulic cyl 
inder actuator connected to the support frame 12 and 
to the hinge member, in such a manner that the forward 
portion 68 and the rearward portion 70 of the vertical 
earth removal assembly66 can each be selectively posi 
tioned in an earth engaging position or in a storage po 
sition, during the operation of the excavator 10. 
The forward positioning assembly 72 includes a first 

hinge member 188, having one side thereof pivotally 
secured to a portion of the forward frame 158 via a 
pivot member 190, generally along a face thereof, op 
posite the earth engaging face 162, as shown more 
clearly in FIG. 3. A second hinge member 192 has one 
side thereof pivotally secured to the side of the first 
hinge member 188, generally opposite the side thereof 
which is pivotally secured to the forward frame 158, via 
a pivot member 194. The side of the second hinge 
member 192, generally opposite the side thereof pivot 
ally secured to the first hinge member 188, is pivotally 
secured to the cutting side 14 of the support frame 12 
via a pivot member 196. 1' 

The forward positioning assembly 72, as shown more 
clearly in FIGS. 3 and 5, also includes a pair of hydrau 
lic cylinders 198 and 200. Each hydraulic cylinder 198 
and 200 has a portion thereof which is pivotally con 
nected to the support frame 12, and a rod member 202 
which is reciprocatingly disposed therein. The end of 
each rod member 202, opposite the end thereof which 
is reciprocatinglydisposed in one of the hydraulic cyl 
inders 198 and 200, is pivotally secured to a portion of 
the second hinge member 192, for reasons which will 
be made more apparent below. 
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The rearward positioning assembly 74 includes a first 
hinge member 204, as shown more clearly in FIG. 3, 
which is pivotally secured to a portion of the rearward 
frame 160, generally along a face, opposite the earth 
engaging face 162 thereof, via a pivot member 206. 
One side ofa second hinge member 208 is pivotally se 
cured to the side of the first hinge member 204, oppo 
site the side thereof pivotally secured to the rearward 
frame 160, via a pivot member 210. The side of the sec 
ond hinge member 208, opposite the side thereof which 
is pivotally secured to the ?rst hinge member 204, is 
pivotally secured to the cutting side 14 of the support 
frame 12 via a pivot member 212. 
The rearward positioning assembly 74 also includes 

a pair of hydraulic cylinders 214 and 216, a portion of 
each hydraulic cylinder 214 and 216 being pivotally se 
cured to a portion of the support frame 12, as shown 
more clearly in FIG. 5. Each hydraulic cylinder 214 
and 216 has a rod member 218 reciprocatingly dis 
posed therein, and the end of each rod member, oppo 
site the end thereof reciprocatingly disposed in one of 
the hydraulic cylinders 214 or 216, is pivotally secured 
to a portion of the second hinge member 208, as shown 
in FIGS. 2 and 5. 
The hydraulic cylinders 198 and 200 of the forward 

positioning assembly 72 and the hydraulic cylinders 
214 and 216 of the rearward positioning assembly 74, 
each have one actuated position wherein the rod mem 
ber 202 or 218 disposed therein is reciprocatingly ex 
tended therefrom in a general direction 220, as shown 
in FIG. 5, and one other actuated position wherein the 
rod members 202 and 218 reciprocatingly disposed 
therein are moved in a general direction 222, as shown 
more clearly in FIG. 5. When the hydraulic cylinders 
198 and 200 of the forward positioning assembly 72 are 
actuated to move the rod members 202 in a direction 
220, the second hinge member 192 connected thereto 
will be moved in a direction generally away from the 
cutting side 14 of the support frame 12, thereby pivot 
ing the forward frame 158 in a pivot direction 176, gen 
erally toward an earth engaging position thereof, as 
shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3. 
The first hinge member 188 and the second hinge 

member 192 are each sized and pivotally connected, 
and the hydraulic cylinders 198 and 200 are each posi 
tioned such that the first hinge member 188 and the 
second hinge member 192 are positioned in a substan 
tially coplanar relationship, in an earth engaging posi 
tion of the forward vertical digging implement 150, as 
shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3. In this manner, the digging 
load imposed on the forward digging implement 150 
and the forward frame 158, as the excavator 10 is being 
moved in a generally forward direction 40, will be 
transmitted through the first hinge member 188 and the 
,second hinge member 192 and carried therethrough by 
the support frame 12. Thus, the digging load is, for the 
most part, not imposed on the hydraulic cylinders 198 
and 200, thereby decreasing the size requirements of 
the hydraulic cylinders 198 and 200, and substantially 
decreasing the wearing thereof and reducing the main 
tenance downtime for repair or replacement thereof. 
The first hinge member 204 and the second hinge 

member 208 are also each sized and pivotally con 
nected, and the hydraulic cylinders 214 and 216 are 
each positioned such that the first hinge member 204 
and the second hinge member 208 are positioned in a 
substantially coplanar relationship, in an earth engag 
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inigiposition of the rearward digging implement 154, in 
a manner similar to that described above with respect 
to the first hinge member 188 and the second hinge 
member 192.v The digging load imposed on the rear 
ward digging implement 154 and the rearward frame 
160, as the excavator 10 is being moved in a generally 
rearward direction 42, is thus transmitted through the 
first hinge member 204 and the second hinge member 
298 and carried therethrough by the support frame 12, 
thereby decreasing the size requirements of the hydrau 
lic cylinders 214 and 216, and decreasing the wearing 
thereof and reducing the maintenance downtime for 
the excavator 10. 
The conveyor drive 86 includes a pair of hydraulic 

motors 230, one hydraulic motor being connected to 
one end of the conveyor drive shaft 88 and the other 
hydraulic motor 230 being connected to the opposite 
end of the conveyor drive shaft 88. More particularly, 
one end of the conveyor drive shaft 88 extends through 
a slot 232 (one slot 232 being shown in FIG. 1) formed 
through one side of the conveyor support frame 80, and 
the opposite end of the conveyor drive shaft 88 extends 
through a similar slot (not shown) formed through the 
opposite side of the conveyor support frame 80. 
A first hydraulic cylinder 240 and a second hydraulic 

cylinder 242 are each connected to the conveyor sup 
port frame 80. Each of the piston rods of the first and 
the second hydraulic cylinders 240 and 242 is con~ 
nected to one of the hydraulic motors 230. 

In a preferred form, the conveyor 78 is securedly sup 
ported in a stationary position relative to the conveyor 
support frame 80 generally near the receiving end 82 
of the conveyor 78. Thus, as the conveyor 78 is moved 
in a tension increasing direction 236v by so moving the 
conveyor drive shaft 88, the tension imposed on the 
conveyor 78 will be increased and, as the conveyor 78 
is moved in a tension decreasing direction 238 by so 
moving the conveyor drive shaft 88, the tension im 
posed on the conveyor 78 will be increasingly de 
creased. It should be noted that, in one other form, the 
end of the conveyor 78 which is in driving engagement 
with the hydraulic motors 230 could be stationarily po 
sitioned, and the conveyor control apparatus 90 could 
be connected to the opposite end of the conveyor 78, 
which would be movably supported via a shaft extend 
ing through slots, similar to the slots 232 and 234. 
A conveyor and conveyor control apparatus con 

structed in a manner generally having a portion sens 
ingly engaging a portion of the conveyor 78 and auto 
matically aligning the conveyor 78 to predetermined 
alignment positions and one other position connected 
to the conveyor 78 automatically adjusting the tension 
of the conveyor 78 to predetermined tension positions 
are described in detail in the Applicants’ U.S. Pat. No. 
3,778,912, and a detailed description is not required 
herein. 

Grade and Slope Control 

Schematically and diagrammatically shown in FIG. 6 
is the grade and slope control 350 which is utilized to 
controllingly position the support frame 12 of the exca 
vator 10 in predetermined grade and slope positions 
and to automatically maintain a preset‘or predeter 
mined slope position of the support frame 12, during 
the operation of the excavator 10, as described gener 
ally before. The hydraulic cylinders 44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 
54, 56 and 58, described before, are, schematically 
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shown in FIG. 6 and, in one sense, are included in the 
grade and slope control 350. Each hydraulic cylinder 
44, 46, 48, 50, 52, 54, 56 and 58, sometimes referred 
to below as a vertical positioning apparatus, is con 
nected to the track assembly 22 and to the support 
frame 12, for raising the support frame 12 in a gener 
ally vertically upwardly direction, in one actuated posi' 
tion thereof, and lowering the support frame 12 in a 
generally vertically downwardly direction, in one other 
actuated position thereof. Thus, the grade and slope 
control 350 generally includes a vertical positioning ap 
paratus 352 and a grade and slope actuator 354, the 
grade and slope actuator 354 being connected to the 
vertical positioning apparatus 352 to automatically ac~ 
tuate the vertical positioning apparatus 352 to raise and 
lower the support frame 12 at predetermined control 
positions, thereby positioning the support frame 12 in 
predetermined grade and slope positions, in a manner 
which will be described in greater detail below. 
As shown in FIG. 6, the ?rst forward hydraulic cylin 

ders 44, 46 and 48, have the upper portions thereof 
connected in hydraulic parallel via a pair of conduits 
356 and 358. More particularly, the upper portions of 
the ?rst forward hydraulic cylinders 44 and 46 are con 
nected via the conduit 356, and the first forward hy 
draulic cylinders 44 and 46 are connected in hydraulic 
parallel with the first forward hydraulic cylinder 48 via 
the interconnecting conduit 358. The lower portions of 
the first forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 48 are 
also connected in hydraulic parallel by a pair of con 
duits 360 and 362. More particularly, the conduit 360 
connects the lower portions of the ?rst forward hydrau~ 
lic cylinders 44 and 46, and the conduit 362 is con 
nected to the conduit 360 on one end thereof and to 
the lower portion of the first hydraulic cylinder 48, as 
shown in FIG. 6. 
A conduit 364 is connected on one end thereof to the 

conduit 358 to provide a common inlet or discharge for 
power ?uid to ?ow therethrough to the upper portions 
of the first forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 48, 
in one position of the grade and slope control 350. A 
conduit 366 is connected on one end thereof to the 
conduit 362 to provide a common inlet or discharge for 
the power ?uid to ?ow therethrough to the lower por 
tions of the ?rst forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 
48, during the operation of the grade and slope control 
350, as will be described in greater detail below. 
The upper portions of the ?rst rearward hydraulic 

cylinders 52, 54 and 56 are connected in hydraulic par 
allel, in a manner similar to that described above with 
respect to the ?rst hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 48, 
via a pair of conduits 368 and 370, the conduit 370 
being connected on one end thereof to the conduit 368 
and on the opposite end thereof to the upper portion 
of the first rearward hydraulic cylinder 56. 
The lower portions of the rearward hydraulic cylin 

ders 52, 54 and 56 are also connected in hydraulic par 
allel via a pair of conduits 372 and 374, the conduit 374 
being connected on one end thereofto the conduit 372 
and on the opposite end thereof to the lower portion of 
the first rearward hydraulic cylinder 56. 
A conduit 376 is connected on one end thereof to the 

conduit 370 to provide a common inlet and discharge 
conduit for the power ?uid to ?ow therethrough to the 
upper portions of each of the first rearward hydraulic 
cylinders 52, 54 and 56. A conduit 378 is connected on 
one end thereof to the conduit 374 to provide a com 
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mon inlet or discharge for the power ?uid to ?ow there~ 
through to the lower portions of the ?rst rearward hy 
draulic cylinders 52, 54 and 56 during the operation of 
the grade‘and slope control 350, as will be described in 
greater detail below. 
As shown in FIG. 6, the upper portion of the second 

forward hydraulic cylinder 50 and the upper portion of 
the second rearward hydraulic cylinder 58 are con 
nected in hydraulic parallel via a conduit 380, and the 
lower portion of the second forward hydraulic cylinder 
50 and the lower portion of the second rearward hy 
draulic cylinder 58 are connected in hydraulic parallel 
via a conduit 382. 

A conduit 384 is connected on one end thereof to the 
conduit 382 to provide a common inlet or discharge for 
the power ?uid to ?ow therethrough to the lower por 
tion of the second forward hydraulic cylinder 50 and 
the second rearward hydraulic cylinder 58. A conduit 
386 is connected on one end thereof to the conduit 380 
to provide a common inlet or discharge for the power 
?uid to ?ow therethrough to the upper portions of the 
second forward hydraulic cylinder 52 of the second for 
ward hydraulic cylinder 58 during the operation of the 
grade and slope control apparatus 350, as will be de~ 
scribed in greater detail below. 
The grade and slope control 350 includes a power 

?uid supply 390, schematically represented in FIG. 6 as 
three separate pumps 390, for the purpose of clarity of 
description. It should be expressly understood that the 
power ?uid supply 390, or in other words, the pumps 
390, as shown in FIG. 6, actually represent a supply or 
source of pressurized power ?uid, and could be three 
separate sources, in one form, or, in one other form, a 
single source. The grade and slope control 350 also in 
cludes a power ?uid reservoir 392 to retain a predeter 
mined volume of power ?uid for the operation of the 
grade and slope control 350. 
The grade and slope control 350 includes a ?rst con 

trol valve 394, having a first energized position, sche 
matically indicated in FIG. 6 by the solid-arrows in the 
first control valve 394, and a second energized posi 
tion, schematically indicated in FlG. 6 by the dashed 
arrows in the ?rst control valve 394. The ?rst control 
valve 394 is interposed generally between the first for~ 
ward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 48 and the power 
?uid supply 390 and the power ?uid reservoir 392, the 
power ?uid supply 390 being connected to the first 
control valve 394 via a conduit 396, and the power 
?uid reservoir 392 being connected to the ?rst control 
valve 394 via a conduit 398. 

ln the ?rst energized position of the first control 
valve 394, the first control valve 394 is positioned to 
establish ?uidic communication between the upper 
portions of the first forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 
and 48 and the power ?uid supply 390, to actuate the 
first forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 48 to an ac 
tuated raising position, thereby raising a portion of the 
support frame 12; and in the second energized position 
of the ?rst control valve 394, the first control valve 394 
is positioned to establish ?uidic communication be 
tween the power ?uid supply 390 and the lower por 
tions of the first forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 
48, to actuate the first forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 
46 and 48 to an actuated lowering position‘, thereby 
lowering a portion of the support frame 12. Since the 
first forward hydraulic cylinders 44, 46 and 48 are con 
nected in hydraulic parallel, the first forward hydraulic 
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cylinders 44, 46‘and 48 will cooperate to raise and 
lower the support frame 12 about a single‘predeter 
mined control position, which is located in the hydrau 
lic center midway between the first forward hydraulic 
cylinders 44, 46 and 4s. 
A second control valve 400 is interposed generally 

between the power ?uid supply 390 and the first rear 
ward hydraulic cylinders 52, 54 and 56, the power ?uid 
supply 390 being connected to the second control valve 
400 via a conduit 402, and the power ?uid reservoir 
392 being connected to the second control valve 400 
by a conduit 404. The second control valve 400 has a 
first energized position, schematically indicated in FIG. 
6 by the solid-arrows in the second control valve 400, 
and a second energized position, schematically indi 
cated in FIG. 6 by the dashed-arrows in the second con 
trol valve 400. 

In the ?rst energized position of the second control 
valve 400, ?uidic communication is established be 
tween the power ?uid supply 390 and the upper por 
tions of the first rearward hydraulic cylinders 52, 54, 
and 56 to actuate the first rearward hydrauliccylinders 
52, 54 and 56 to an actuated raising position, thereby 
raising a portion of the support frame 12; and in the 
second energized position of the second control valve 
400, ?uidic communication is established between the 
power ?uid supply 390 and the lower portions of the 
first rearward hydraulic cylinders 52, 54 and 56 to ac 
tuate the first rearward hydraulic cylinders 52, 54 and 
56 to an actuated lowering position, thereby lowering 
a portion of the support frame 12. Since‘ the first rear 
ward hydraulic cylinders 52, 54 and 56 are connected 
in hydraulic parallel, the first rearward hydraulic cylin 
ders 52, 54 and 56 will cooperate to raise and lower the 
support frame 12 about a single predetermined control 
position which is disposed in the hydraulic center, mid 
way between the ?rst rearward hydraulic cylinders 52, 
54 and 56. Y ‘ 

A third control valve 406, as shown in FIG. 6, having 
a ?rst energized position, shown schematically by the 
solid-arrows in the third control valve 406, and a sec 
ond energized position, shown schematically by the 
dashed-arrows in the third control valve 406, is inter 
posed generally between the second forward hydraulic 
cylinder 50 and the second rearward hydraulic cylinder 
58 and the power fluid supply 390. The power ?uid 
supply 390 is connected to the third control valve 406 
via a conduit 408', and the power ?uid reservoir 392 is 
connected to the third control valve 406 via a conduit 
410. In the ?rst energized position of the third control 
valve 406, ?uidic communication is established be 
tween the power ?uid supply 390 and the upper portion 
of the second forward hydraulic cylinder 50 and the 
second rearward hydraulic cylinder 58 to actuate the 
second forward hydraulic cylinder 50 and the second 
rearward hydraulic cylinder 58 to an actuated raising 
position, thereby raising a portion of the support frame 
12; and in the second energized positionv of the third 
control valve 406, ?uidic communication is ‘established 
between the power ?uid,supply 390 and the lower por 
tion of the second‘forward hydraulic’cylinder 50 and 
the-second rearward hydraulic cylinder 58 to actuate 
the second forward hydraulic cylinder 50 and the sec 
ond rearward hydraulic cylinder 58 to an actuated low 
ering position, thereby lowering a portion of the sup 
port frame 12. Since?the second forward hydraulic cyl 
inder 50 and the second rearward hydraulic cylinder '58 
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are connected in hydraulic parallel, the second forward 
hydraulic cylinder 50 and the second rearward hydrau 
lic cylinder 58 will cooperate to raise and lower the 
support frame 12 about a single predetermined control 
position, which is disposed in the hydraulic center, mid 
way between the second forward hydraulic cylinder 50 
and the second rearward hydraulic cylinder 58. 
As shown in FIG. 6, the grade and slope control 350 

includes an energized power supply 412 which is con~ 
nected to the first control valve 394, the second control 
valve 400 and to the third control valve 406 to provide 
energizing power thereto when in electrical communi 
cation therewith. A first switch 414 is interposed be 
tween the first control valve 394 and the energizing 
power supply 412. The first switch 414 includes a 
switch arm 416, movable to a first position 418 and a 
second position 420. A switch actuator 422 is con 
nected to the first switch 414 to move the switch arm 
416 thereof to the ?rst position 418 and to the second 
position 420, in an actuated position thereof. 

In the disconnect position of the first switch 414, the 
first switch 414 interrupts the electrical communica 
tion between the energizing power supply '412 and the 
first control, valve 394, thereby de-energizing the first 
control valve 394. When the switch actuator 422 is ac 
tuated to move the switch arm 416 to the first position 
,418, the ?rst switch 414 establishes electrical commu 
nication between the energizing power supply 412 and 
the first control valve 394 via a pair of conductors 426 
and 428, thereby energizing the first control valve 394 
-to the ?rst energized position thereof. When the switch 
actuator 422 is actuated to move the switch arm 416 to 
the second position 420, the ?rst switch 414 establishes 
electrical communication between the energizing 
power supply 412 and the ?rst control valve 394 via the 
conductor 426 and a conductor 430, thereby energiz~ 
ing the ?rst control valve 394 to the second energized 
position thereof. ‘ 

A second switch 432 is interposed generally between 
the second control valve 400 and the energizing power 
supply 412. The second switch 432 is constructed simi 
‘lar to the first switch 414 and includes a switch arm 434 
movable to a first position 436 and a second position 
438. A switch actuator 440 is connected to the switch 
arm 434 of the second switch 432 to move the switch 
arm 434 to the disconnect position of the second switch 
432, that is a position'wherein the switch 432 interrupts 
the electrical communication between the energizing 

' power source 412 and the second control valve 400, 
thereby de-energizing the second control valve 400. 
The switch actuator 440 is also constructed to move 
the switch arm 434 to the first position 436, thereby es 
tablishing electrical communication between the ener 
gizing power source 412 and the second control valve 
400 via the conductor 426 and a conductor 442, 
thereby‘ energizing the second control valve 400 to the 
first energized position thereof. The switch actuator 
440is also constructed to move the switch arm 434 to 
the second position 438 wherein the second switch 432 
establishes electrical communication between the ener 
gizing power source 412 and the second control valve 
400 via the conductor 426 and a conductor 444, 
thereby energizing the second control valve 400 to the 
second energized position thereof. 
A third switch 446 is interposed generally between 

the third control valve 406 and the energizing power 
supply 412. The third control switch 446 has a discon 
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nect position wherein the electrical communication be 
tween the energizing power supply 412 and the third 
control valve 406 is interrupted, thereby de-energizing 
the third control valve 406; a first position wherein 
electrical communication is established between the 
energizing power supply 412 and the third control 
valve 406 via the conductor 426 and a conductor 448 
to energize the third control valve 406 to the first ener 
gized position thereof; ‘and a second position where 
electrical communication is established between the 
energizing supply 412 and the third control valve 406 
via the conductor 426 and the conductor 450 to ener 
gize the third control valve 406 to the second energized 
position thereof. Thus, the third switch 446 is, in one 
sense, constructed to energize the third control valve 
406 in a functional manner, similar to that described 

before with respect to the first switch 414 and the sec 
ond switch 432. More particularly, and, in a preferred 
form, the third switch 446 includes a differential ampli 
fier 452, a level sensor 454 and a command signal 
source 456 and a signal selector 458, as shown in FIG. 
6. 
The level sensor 454 is positioned and supported on 

the support frame 12 of the excavator l0, and is con 
structed to sense the slope position of the support 
frame 12 with respect to a predetermined horizontal 
plane, and to provide an output signal 460 responsive 
to the sensed slope position of the support frame 12. 
The command signal source 456 is constructed to be 
preset to a predetermined slope level of the support 
frame 12, and has an output signal 462 responsive to 
the preset slope position. 
The differential amplifier 452 is constructed to re 

ceive and compare the output signals 460 and 462 from 
the level sensor 454 and the command signal source 
456, respectively, and has an output signal 464 respon 
sive to the comparison of the output signals 460 and 
462 of the level sensor 454 and the command signal 
source 456. The signal selector 458 is constructed to 
receive the output signal 464 from the differential am 
plifier 452 and to be switchingly positioned in a discon 
nect position, a first position and a second position, in 
response to the received output signal 464 of the differ~ 
ential amplifier 452. As shown in FIG. 6, the signal se 
lector 458 is interposed between the energizing power 
supply 412 and the third control valve 406. 

In one form, for example, the command signal source 
456 could consist of a potentiometer connected to a 
power supply, such that by adjusting the potentiometer, 
the voltage level of the output signal 462 can be ad 
justed to a determinable level corresponding to a par 
ticular slope level setting of the support frame 12. The 
level sensor 454 can be of the pendulum-type having a 
portion connected to a potentiometer and a power sup 
ply in such a manner that as the pendulum is moved to 

indicate a change in the slope level on the support 
frame 12, the voltage level of the output signal 460 is 
correspondingyly changed. The differential amplifier 
452 is of a type well known in the art, and the output 
signal 464 thereof corresponds or is responsive to the 
comparison of the two output signals 460 and 462. 
The signal selector 458, in one form, can include a 

pair of transistor operated type switches, one such 
switch being connected to the differential amplifier 452 
to provide electrical communication between the 
power supply 412 and the third control valve 406, to 
energize the third control valve 406 to the first position 
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thereof, and one such switch being connected to the 
differential amplifier 452 to provide electrical comm u 
nication between the power supply and ,the third con 
trol valve 406 to energize the third control valve 406 
to the second energized position thereof. The switches 
are, of course, connected to selectively energize the 
third control valve 406 in the first energized position 
and in the second energized position in response to the 
output signal 464 of the differential amplifier 452. 
The grade and slope control 350 is thus constructed 

such that the support frame 12 of the excavator 10 is 
vertically and automatically positionable about three 
predetermined control positions; two of the control po 
sitions being located generally near the cutting side 14 
of the support frame 12, and the third control position 
being located generally near the earth removal side 16 
of the support frame 12, and yet the excavator 10 is 
supported generally‘ at the four-corner positions 
thereof. Thus, the grade and slope control 350 provides 
the maximum positionability for the support frame 12, 
without a loss of supporting integrity. 

In one form, the first switch 414 and the second 
switch 432 may be of the toggle-switch type, such that 
each switch 414 and 432 can be manually positioned in 
the first position 418 and 436 or the second position 
420 or 438 thereof, prior to initiating the operation of 
the excavator 10. In this manner, the grade level of the 
support frame 12 is manually set to a predetermined 
grade level, and, as mentioned before, and in a pre 
ferred form, the slope level of the support frame 12 is 
continually monitored and maintained by the third 
switch 446 during the operation of the excavator 10. 
Changes may be made in the construction and the ar 

rangement of the various parts'or elements 'of the em 
bodiment as disclosed herein without departing'from 
the invention as defined in the following claims. 
What is claimed is: ' 

1. An excavator comprising: ~ 

a support frame, having a cutting side‘, an earth re 
moval side, a forward end and a rearward end; 

drive means connected to the support frame for sup 
porting the support frame and for moving the sup 
port frame in a forward direction and in a rearward 

direction; > 

earth removal means connected to the cutting side of 
the support frame for excavating earth‘ in‘ the for 
ward direction and in the rearward direction of the 
support frame; ' ' 

a grade and slope control automatically positioning 
the support frame and the earth removal means 
connected thereto in a predetermined slope posi 
tion relative to a predetermined horizontal plane, 
comprising: * ' 

a vertical positioning assembly having ‘a portion 
thereof connected to a portion of‘ the drive 
means and another portion'ther'eof connected to 
the support frame, the vertical positioning assem 
bly raising the support frame in a generally verti 
cally upwardly direction in one actuated position 
thereof, and lowering the support frame in a gen 
erally vertically downwardly direction, in one 
other actuated position thereof, comprising: 
first forward hydraulic cylinder means disposed 
generally near the forward end and generally 
near the cutting side of the support frame, and 
being hydraulically connected to raise and to 
lower the support frame relative to‘a single pre 
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determined control position, generally near the 
forward end and generally near the cutting side 
of the support frame; 

second forward hydraulic clinder means disposed 

24 
sition ‘establishing communication between the 
seco‘nd‘forward hydraulic cylinder means, the 
second rearward hydraulic cylinder means and 
the power ?uid supply raising the support 

generally near the forward end and generally 5 frame, and a second energized position estab 
near the earth removal side of the support lishing communication between the second 
frame; forward hydraulic cylinder means, the second 

first rearward hydraulic cylinder means disposed rearward hydraulic cylinder means and the 
generally near the rearward end and generally power fluid supply lowering the support frame; 
near the cutting side of the support frame and 10 an energizing power supply connected to the first 
being hydraulically connected for raising and control valve, the second control valve, and the 
lowering the support frame relative to a single third control valve providing energizing power 
predetermined control position generally near thereto when in communication therewith; 
the rearward end and generally near the cut- a first switch interposed between the first control 
ting side of the support frame; 15 valve and the energizing power supply, having 

second rearward hydraulic cylinder means dis- adisconnect position interrupting communica 
posed generally near the rearward end and tion therebetween, a first position establishing 
generally near the earth removal side of the communication therebetween energizing the 
support frame, the second rearward hydraulic first control valve to the first energized position 
cylinder means connected in hydraulic parallel 20 thereof, and a second position establishing 
to the second forward hydraulic cylinder communication therebetween energizing the 
means for raising and lowering the earth re- first control valve to the second energized posi 
moval side of the support frame relative to a tion thereof; 
single predetermined control position gener- a second switch interposed between the second 
ally near the earth removal side of the support 25 control valve and the energizing power supply, 
frame and generally between the forward end having a disconnect position interrupting com 
and the rearward end of the support frame; munication therebetween, a first position es 

a power ?uid supply hydraulically connected to tablishing communication therebetween ener~ 
the first forward hydraulic cylinder means, the gizing the second control valve to the first en 
second forward hydraulic cylinder means, the 30 ergized position thereof, and a second position 
first rearward hydraulic cylinder means and the establishing communication therebetween en‘ 
second rearward hydraulic cylinder means sup- ergizing the second control valve to the second 
plying actuating power ?uid thereto when in energized position thereof; and, 
communication therewith: and, a third switch interposed between the third con 

a grade and slope actuator connected to the verti- 35 trol valve and the energizing power supply, 
cal positioning assembly actuating the vertical having a disconnect position interrupting com~ 
positioning assembly to elevate the support munication therebetween, a first position es 
frame in a generally upwardly direction and in a tablishing communication therebetwen ener 
generally downwardly directionv comprising: gizing the third control valve to the first ener 
a first control valve interposed between the first 40 gized position thereof, and a second position 
forward hydraulic cylinder means and the establishing communication therebetween en 
power fluid supply, having a first energized po- ergizing the third control valve to the second 
sition establishing communication between the energized position thereof. 
first forward hydraulic cylinder means and the 45 2. The excavator of claim 1 wherein the third switch 
power ?uid supply actuating the first forward 
hydraulic cylinder means raising the support 
frame, and a second energized position estab 
lishing communication between the first for 
ward hydraulic cylinder means and the power 

comprises: 
a level sensor supported on the support frame sensing 

the slope position of the support frame, and having 
an output signal responsive to the sensed slope po 
sition of the support frame; 

fluid supply actuating the first forward hydrau- 50 a command signal source having an output signal re 
lic cylinder means lowering the support frame; sponsive to a preset slope position; 

a second control valve interposed between the a differential amplifier means to receive and compare 
first rearward hydraulic cylinder means and the the output signals from the level sensor and the 
power ?uid supply, having a first energized po- 55 command signal source, having an output signal re 
sition establishing communication between the sponsive to the comparison of the output signals of 
first rearward hydraulic cylinder means and the the level sensor and the command signal source; 
power ?uid supply actuating the first rearward and, 
hydraulic cylinder raising the support frame, a signal selector having a portion thereof interposed 
and a second energized position establishing 60 ' between the energizing power supply and the third 
communication between the first rearward hy- control valve, to receive the output signal from the 
draulic cylinder means and the power ?uid differential amplifier and to be switchingly posi 
supply actuating the first rearward hydraulic tioned in the disconnect position the first position 
cylinder lowering the support frame; and the second position, in response to the re 

a third control valve interposed between the sec- 65 ceived output signal of the differential amplifier. 
3. The excavator of claim 2 wherein the earth re 

moval means is characterized as including a vertical 
earth removal assembly comprising 

ond forward hydraulic cylinder means, the sec 
ond rearward hydraulic cylinder means and the 
power ?uid supply, having a first energized po 
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forward frame, having an earth engaging face, an 
upper end, a lower end. a pivot side and a cutting 
side. the pivot side of the forward frame being piv 
otally secured to the cutting side of the support 
frame. 
forward digging implement secured to the cutting 
side of the forward frame, the forward frame and 
the forward vertical digging implement connected 
thereto selectively movable to an earth engaging 
position and to a storage position, the forward ver 
tical digging implement excavatingly engaging a 
portion of earth generally along a predetermined 
vertical plane spaced a distance from the cutting 
side of the support frame in an earth engaging posi 
tion thereof and in a forward moving direction of 
the support frame; 
rearward frame, having an earth engaging face, an 
upper end, a lower end, a pivot side and a cutting 
side, the pivot side of the rearward frame being piv 
otally secured to the cutting side of the support 
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frame; 

a rearward vertical digging implement secured to the 
cutting side of the rearward frame, the rearward 
frame and the rearward vertical digging implement 
connected thereto movable to an earth engaging 
position and to a storage position, the rearward 
vertical digging implement excavatingly engaging a 
portion of earth generally along a predetermined 
vertical plane spaced a distance from the cutting 
side of the support frame in an earth engaging posi 
tion thereof and in a rearward moving direction of 
the support frame; and, 

positioning means for positioning the forward frame 
and the forward vertical digging implement in an 

earth engaging position and a storage position. and 
for positioning the rearward frame and the rear 
ward vertical digging implement in an earth engag 
ing position and a storage position. 

* * * * >|= 


